
DeviceSHIELD
Actionable Device Intelligence

Throughout the proof of concept, DeviceSHIELD’s risk intelligence consistently 
detected malicious users across multiple accounts and was the only technology 
that could tell the exact moment a good user had turned bad.
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DeviceSHIELD helps mobile apps build customer trust by detecting every malicious device and user. 
Using exclusively non-PII data, it flags malicious users at the exact moment they turn bad so 
businesses can prevent fraud attacks and stop users from exploiting their system.

Unparalleled TechnologyThe DeviceSHIELD Advantage

Tailor your Fraud Strategy
Use DeviceSHIELD as a 
standalone solution or to 
empower existing anti-fraud 
systems.

Build Customer Trust
Create a safer user environment by 
protecting your consumers without 
compromising their experience.

Prevent Fraud and Abuse
Detect both fraudsters and 
opportunists in real time with 
SHIELD's AI Engine.

Expose Malicious Tools In Runtime

Identify Every Device, Every Time

Know When Good Users Turn Bad

Our risk indicators expose every malicious 
tool and technique, from GPS spoofers and 
emulators to app cloners and more.

Supercharge your risk intelligence with 
SHIELD Sentinel, the only technology 
that identifies the exact moment a user 
begins exhibiting malicious behavior.
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Detect multiple users on the same device 
with unmatched accuracy.



How It Works

Compatible with any native mobile or web application, DeviceSHIELD can be integrated in minutes via 
SDKs or JavaScript. Once deployed, it uses SHIELD’s AI Engine to instantly profile all users and devices.

About Us

SHIELD is a mobile-first risk intelligence company. We help world-leading enterprises build trust and 
safety by stopping fraud and abuse. Trusted across all continents by enterprises such as Razer, 
Alibaba, and BEAT, we protect over 7 billion devices and 700 million user accounts every year. 

For more information, visit shield.com
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